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Abstract 
In this paper, we present a new method for multiple robots formation, which means certain geometrical constrains on the relative positions 
and orientations of the robots throughout their travel. In our method, we apply multiobjective evolutionary computation to generate the 
neural networks that control the robots to get to the target position relative to the leader robot. The advantage of the proposed algorithm is 
that in a single run of multiobjective evolution are generated multiple neural controllers. We can select neural networks that control each 
robot to get to the target position relative to the leader robot. In addition, the robots can switch between neural controllers, therefore 
creating different geometrical formations. The simulation and experimental results show that the multiobjective-based evolutionary 
method can be applied effectively for generating neural networks which enable the robots to perform formation tasks. 
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1. Introduction 
Recently, a lot of research is conducted in teaming and cooperation of multiple robots. One important research issue in 
systems of multiple robots is the motion planning for “formation paradigm”.  
Several approaches have been proposed to address the problem of multiple robots formation. The approaches range from 
leader following [1], [2], virtual structures [3], [4] and virtual leaders [5], [6]. In other works, social potentials [7] and 
formation constrained functions [8] are used to guide robots into formations.  
Neural networks have been also applied to maintaining formations. In [9] a vision-based moving in formation by four 
mobile robots was presented. One robot, the leader, goes first providing moving plans to the other robots who follow the 
leading robot. In motion control, for each robot a radial basis function network approximated by learning is used.     
This article presents a novel approach for multiple robot formation based on multiobjective evolutionary algorithms 
(MOEAs) [10]-[12]. Unlike previous methods, in the experiments presented here, the accumulated error between the target 
and real position of each robot relative to the leader robot is considered as a separate objective function. The nondominated 
sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA II) [13] is used to generate the Pareto set of neural networks that tradeoff between the 
separate task performance. MOEAs have been successfully applied to evolve neural networks in which the architectural 
complexity and performance are co-optimized [14]. MOEAs have also been applied to design feedforward neural networks 
for multiple task performance [15] and time series forecasting. In addition, Barlow et al. [16] employed the multiobjective 
genetic programming to evolve controllers for unmanned aerial vehicles. 
 In this paper, the MOEA is applied for the first time to evolve neural controllers for multiple robots formation. The 
specific questions we ask in this study are whether MOEAs can successfully generate neural controllers for general stable 
multiple robots formation tasks; if the evolved neural controllers can be applied for dynamic switching between different 
formations. In order to answer these questions, in the experiments reported here, we consider the evolution of neural 
controllers for e-puck robots that have to follow the leader robot in specific relative positions.  
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In order to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed method for multiple robots formation, the number of robots is 
increased. In the proposed method, we evolve the weight connections of the neural controller for each robot. As the number 
of robots in the formation increases some robots position do not match with the target ones. This is because the target 
positions spreads in a wide area. Therefore, the initial position of the robot during evolution influences the fitness function. 
This makes the evolution process difficult. The robustness of the neural controllers evolved in the simulation was also tested 
in the hardware experiments. 
2. Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm 
In multiobjective optimization problems there are many (possibly conflicting) objectives to be optimized, simultaneously. 
Therefore, there is no longer a single optimal solution but rather a whole set of possible solutions of equivalent quality. 
Consider without loss of generality the following multiobjective maximization problem with m decision variables, x 
parameters and n objectives: 
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NSGAII was employed to evolve the neural controller where the weight connections are encoded as real numbers. In 
[17], the authors compared the NSGAII with four other multiobjective evolutionary algorithms using two test problems. The 
NSGAII performed better than the others did, showing that it can be successfully used to find multiple Pareto-optimal 
solutions. In NSGAII, before selection is performed, the population is ranked on the basis of domination using Pareto 
ranking. 
3. Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm 
3.1. Formation task 
The developed system is shown in Fig. 1(a). The robots have to get to their position relative to the leader robot and keep 
the geometrical formation throughout their travel. Because the robots initial positions are different from the target ones, the 
robots have to move fast to reach to their position relative to the leader robot. The entire environment is a rectangle of 
surrounded by walls. The individual life time of each robot is 500 time steps, where each time step lasts 0.1s. During this 
time the leader robot moves with a constant velocity of 0.1m/s. The first task consists of two robots following the leader 
robot forming a triangle of a predetermined shape. 
 
 
(a)                                                                                                               (b)  
 
Fig. 1. Formation task: (a) Developed system; (b) Formation task. 
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3.2. Neural Architecture 
We implemented a simple feed-forward neural controller with 3, 2 and 2 units in the input, hidden and output layers, 
respectively. The reason that we selected a simple robot is that we are interested to conduct evolution of neural controllers 
in the real hardware. The inputs of the neural controller are the angle (ALeader) and distance (DLeader) of the E-puck robot 
relative to the leader robot and orientation of the E-puck robot (Fig. 1(b)). The egocentric angle to the leader robot varies 
from 0 to 1 where 0 corresponds to 45o to the right and 1 is 45o to the left of the leader robot. Random noise, uniformly 
distributed in the range of +/- 5% of sensor readings, has been added to the angle of the E-puck robot. Because the distance 
to the E-puck robot during the experiments is determined based on the number of pixels, the random noise in simulations is 
considered in the range of +/- 10%. The hidden and output units use sigmoid activation function: 
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where the incoming activation for node i is: 
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and j ranges over nodes with weights into node i.  
The output units directly control the right and left wheel angular velocities where 0 corresponds to no motion and 1 
corresponds to full-speed forward rotation. The maximum forward velocity is considered to be 0.1 m/s. 
 
 
 
Fig. 2. Nondominated optimal solutions of different generations. 
 
 
 
Fig. 3. Simulation and experimental results (2 robots). 
 
 
Robot 1 
Robot 2 
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3.3. Evolution 
For any evolutionary computation technique, a chromosome representation is needed to describe each individual in the 
population. The genome of every individual of the population encodes the weight connections of the neural controller. The 
connection weights range from -5 to 5. The target distance dt between the leader and E-puck robots is considered 0.3m, 
while the target angle +/-15 degree. During evolution each neural of the population controls a single robot motion and at the 
end of its lifetime the fitness function for each target position is calculated. In order to minimize the difference between the 
target and real position relative to the leader robot, the fitness fj of each robot in the formation (j=1~number of robots in the 
formation), is calculated as follows: 
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where max_st is the maximum number of steps, dr and jdt are the real and the target distance, and  ɵr and jɵt are the real 
and target angle. If an individual happens to get out of the visual field, hit the leader robot or the wall, the trial is terminated 
and a low fitness is assigned. Therefore, such individuals will have a low probability to survive. The following genetic 
parameters are used: Nger=30, Npop=100, σshared=0.4. 
4. Results 
All the robots have a wireless communication with the control PC. The leader robot is equipped with a wireless camera 
used to calculate the distance, angle and direction of the robots. We first discuss the best solutions obtained from the MOEA, 
for a simple formation mechanism where two robots have to be positioned relative to the leader robot. Fig. 4 shows the 
nondominated optimal front for generations 1, 10, and 30, averaged for five different runs of MOEA. During the first 30 
generations there is a great improvement of the quality and distribution of nondominated optimal solutions.  
The nondominated optimal front of generation 30 has a clear tradeoff between the two objective functions (Fig. 2). The 
extreme solutions represent the best Neural Networks that control each robot to get to the target position relative to the 
leader robot and keep this throughout the motion.  
Simulation and experimental results where the E-puck robots form a triangle with the leader robot are shown in Fig. 3. 
Initially, the E-puck robots position is different from the target ones. Therefore, the robots move quickly to get into the 
desired position relative to the leader robot.  
           
(a) Hinton diagram. 
 
 
(b) Neuron activation 
 
Fig. 4. Robot 1 neural controller. 
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(a) Hinton diagram. 
 
 
(b) Neuron activation 
Fig. 5. Robot 2 neural controller. 
 
 
 
Fig. 6. Formation task with three robots. 
 
The Hinton diagram of Robot 1 NN weight connections (Fig. 4(a)) show that initially, the hidden unit 1 (H1) is fully 
activated. Due to positive connection with the LeftMotor unit and negative connection with the RightMotor unit, the 
LeftMotor unit is nearly fully activated and the RightMotor unit is deactivated (Fig. 4(b)). Therefore, the Robot 1 first 
rotates clockwise to reach the target position relative to the leader robot. Initially, the Robot 1 is positioned in the front of 
the leader robot (ang=0.5) and as the robot moves the angle converge to the target one. When the robot direction is not 
headed toward the leader robot (Dir=-1), the Robot 1 makes a quick right turn. Then it follows the leader robot keeping the 
relative position.  
The Robot 2, initially is not headed toward the leader robot (Dir=-1). Due to a strong negative connection between the H2 
with the Leftwheel unit, as shown in Fig. 5(a), the left wheel essentially stops moving while the right wheel continues to rotate 
with nearly the maximum velocity (Fig. 5(b)). Therefore, the Robot 2 rotates counterclockwise to move to the target 
position. Then the Robot 2 strategy is to move slowly clockwise until the leader robot is not in front of the robot. Due to the 
discontinuity in activation of Direction, the E-puck robot turns quickly conterclockwise (the Lwheel unit is fully activated). 
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Fig. 7. Different formations by switching between neural controllers. 
 
We implemented the evolved optimal neural controllers on the real hardware of the E-puck robots. The distance and 
angle of the E-puck robots are calculated using the visual sensor. Because the distance is calculated based on the number of 
pixels, while the angle based on the blob position, there are some differences between the simulated and real robot 
performance. For example, the distance and angle input units have some discontinuity in their activation. However, despite 
these differences, the robots still performed the formation task well. 
An important advantage of applying MOEAs to evolve neural controllers for multiple robot formation is the ease with 
which the number of robots may be increased. In the following, we present the results where another robot target position is 
added in front of the target robot. However, the robot positions are not the same with the target ones (Fig. 6). For example, 
Robot 3, after reaching the target position, continues to move forward. As the number of robots in the formation increases 
some robots position do not match with the target ones. This is because the target positions spreads in a wide area. 
Therefore, the initial position of the robot during evolution influences the fitness function. For example, even if good 
individual (NN) of the population can get a bad fitness if the distance between the initial and the target position is large and 
vice-versa. This problem can be solved by increasing the number of robots during evolution considering as fitness function 
the average fitness of all robots. The initial positions of multiple robots can be designed based on the target positions, 
reducing the effect of the initial and target positions in the fitness function. 
Simultaneous evolution of multiple neural networks controlling the robots to reach the target position relative to the 
leader robot, makes it possible that robots switch between neural controllers resulting in different formations. Fig. 7 shows 
two robots switching among three evolved neural controllers. First, two robots are controlled by the neural networks that 
control them to get to the target 1 and target 2 position relative to the leader robot. Then, while the Robot 1 continues to be 
controlled by the same NN, the Robot 2 switches to another neural controller. Therefore, the Robot 2 moves to another 
target position relative to the leader robot. 
5. Conclusions 
This paper has experimentally investigated the effectiveness of applying MOEAs to address the multiple robot formation 
problem. In particular, it was demonstrated that in a single run of the MOEA, robust neural controllers for each robot to get 
to the target position relative to the leader robot and keep it throughout the motion. The robustness of evolved neural 
controllers was also tested on the real hardware.  
For future work, we will address two possible extensions. First, we plan to increase the number of robots during 
evolution considering as fitness function the average fitness of all robots. The second possible extension is to develop neural 
controllers for formation task in more dynamic environments. 
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